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• Democratize the use of data and information in 
   agriculture. 
• Promote data-driven agronomy and site
   specific management.
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Daniel Jiménez, Ph.D. Team leader
Makes agriculture meet machine learning.
Luis Armando Muñoz, M.Sc. Projects coordinator
and knowledge management expert
Ensures the team speaks human language when delivering 
results to end-users.
Andrés Aguilar, Agricultural engineer
The last recruit. Already flying as high as the rest of the team.
Juan Felipe Rodríguez, Informatician
Architect of our information system. Makes data available for the 
team to play 24/7.
James Cock, Team mentor
Pioneer of the site-specific Ag concept in the Colombian 
sugarcane sector.
Víctor Hugo Patiño, Climate specialist
Able to ride all terrains of climate series.
Sylvain Delerce, M.Sc. Coordinator of the analysis team 
Keeps the feet of the team on the ground.
Hugo Andrés Dorado Statistician
undergoing a mutation into a data scientist
Maestro in R to design algorithms. Makes the server sweat.
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